
Assumption School
17 Grove Street
Millbury, MA 01527
Phone: 508-865-5404

June 2022

Dear Rising 6th Grader,

This year’s Summer Math Packet includes several worksheets reviewing topics taught in your
class at Assumption this past year. For each topic, I have included an outline of how to
complete the different skills with completed examples on the front of the worksheet. You should
show your work for every problem, but if the space on the worksheet is not sufficient, please
attach any additional sheets that you use. I ask that you number the problems if you do need to
use additional pages to answer the problems. This packet should be completed over the
summer, and returned to me on the first day of school in the fall.

I am also including one problem on a separate sheet at the end of the packet that I have
labeled “Challenge.” I plan to implement a problem of the week next year, and this “Challenge”
problem is to give you an opportunity to see the type of question that could be presented to
your class next year. Each problem of the week will directly correspond to a lesson that I am
teaching, or may circle back to previously taught skills.

My advice would be to complete 2-4 problems from each included worksheet every week until
we return to school so that these skills remain fresh throughout the summer.

I will be checking my email a couple times each week throughout the summer, so if you have
any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. I look forward to being your teacher
next year!

Mrs. Alicia S. Favela
Middle School Math & Science Teacher
Assumption School

alicia.favela@assumption-cs.org

mailto:alicia.favela@assumption-cs.org


Name: ______________________________

Answer the following questions after you have completed this packet.

1. When did you work on the Summer Math packet? (select the best answer)
I started right after school let out in June!
I worked on it a little each week.
I forgot all about it, and had to do it last night.

2. Were there any topics that you struggled with? (check all that apply)
Multiplying Whole Numbers
Dividing Whole Numbers
Rounding with Whole Numbers and Decimals
Word Form & Expanded Form
Adding & Subtracting Fractions
Multiplying Fractions
Word Problems
The Challenge Problem
No. I remembered how to do all of these.
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Find each product. Show your work.

1. 238 × 5 2. 832 × 156 3. 4,899 × 67 4. 756 × 300

5. 19 × 863 6. 188 × 732 7. 3,249 × 173 8. 609 × 840

Find each quotient.

9. 876 ÷ 2 10. 9,473 ÷ 5 11. 396 ÷ 24 12. 8,911 ÷ 45

13. 700 ÷ 12 14. 1,065 ÷ 15 15. 2,737 ÷ 305 16. 4,516 ÷ 22

Solve each problem, showing all work.

17. Mrs. Favela bought 5 boxes of 15 pencils to give to
her students. If she has 26 students in her class,
how many pencils can she give each student? How
many pencils will she have left over?

18. Alicia and her 3 friends split a bag of candy evenly.
They each ate 13 pieces of candy and there were 2
pieces left over. How many pieces of candy were
originally in the bag?





Round the number 21,498.2536 to the nearest indicated place.

19. tenth 20. hundred 21. thousandth 22. one

23. thousand 24. hundredth 25. ten 26. ten-thousand

Complete the chart below.

Standard Form Expanded Form Word Form

3,962

27. 28.

29.

100 + 2 + 0.09

30.

31. 32.
Five thousand six hundred eighty-five and
twelve hundredths

8,770.006

33. 34.

35.

900 + 10 + 4 + 0.3 + 0.02 + 0.008

36.

37. 38.

Two thousand nine and thirty-five thousandths





Find each sum or difference. Show your work.

39.
7
8 + 5

6 40.
9
10 − 1

2 41.
3
11 + 2

3 42.
11
12 − 13

18

43. 4 5
9 + 7 1

3 44. 12 9
14 − 9 3

7 45. 3 3
5 + 2 3

4 46. 2 2
15 − 1 2

3

Find each product. Show your work.

47.
1
6 × 3

4 48. 15 × 2
3 49.

1
6 × 10 50.

5
9 × 3

20

Solve each problem, showing all work.

51.  Brian ran 1 ½  miles on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, and ¾ mile on Tuesday and
Thursday. How far did he run in all?

52. You can ride your bike ⅕ of a mile per minute. If
it takes you 3 ⅓ miles to get to your friend’s
house, how many miles away do they live?



Challenge: Back-to-School Savings

You buy 6 notebooks, 10 folders, 1 pack of
pencils, and 1 lunch box for school. After using
a $10 gift card, how much do you owe?

Explain how you solved the problem.


